his sporting endeavours as a triathlete and compete in
the World Ironman Championships in Hawaii this
September. Dr Gannon is currently ranked number 26
in the world in his age group and we wish him every
success to achieve his ambition and further improve
this ranking! Good luck!

W

elcome to the second edition of The
Fordingbridge Surgery News, which is packed
with useful up to date information and articles from
your GP surgery, the Friends of Fordingbridge Surgery
(FoFS) and the Patient Participation Group (PPG). Our
first edition received many positive reviews from our
patients and we hope you like this publication too,
please let us know your views!
We were delighted to see the Phlebotomy Service
return to Fordingbridge at the beginning of January.
Fordingbridge Surgery patients are now able to book
blood test appointments every weekday at the surgery
– please see further details in the Phlebotomy Service
article later in this newsletter.
This summer edition of the newsletter sees the
introduction of a new series of articles written by
surgery staff titled, ‘A Day in The Life of ……. ‘. The first
of this series is written by Helen Jeffreys our Deputy
Reception Manager, and gives an insight into a busy day
in the life of the reception team. The receptionist role
is integral to the practice and the team always work
extremely hard dealing with patient appointments and
queries, ensuring there is good communication
between the patients and the clinical team. We have a
large team of excellent receptionists, who are all fully
trained. Each receptionist is rotated through a variety
of different duties throughout the day – so you will see
many different faces at the reception desks when you
visit the surgery.
At the end of June we say farewell to Dr Martin
Gannon, who has worked tirelessly as a GP Partner here
for almost 30 years. Patients and colleagues alike will
miss his professionalism and commitment to General
Practice. Whilst we will all be sad to see Dr Gannon
leave us, we are delighted that he will be able to pursue

We are in the final stages of appointing a replacement
doctor, but until all the details are finalised we are
unable to give you more information. We hope to give
you further details in the next newsletter, although of
course, Dr Gannon’s patients will be receiving a letter
around the time of his leaving.
We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter and we
welcome your feedback!

Michelle Raymond

Practice Manager
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Recent Purchases
by the Friends

Doppler

The monitoring of blood
pressure and blood flow in
legs is important for
identifying and treating
possible blocked arteries in
particular in legs. It is also
important for monitoring
the growing number of
patients with diabetes
where blood flow can be
affected significantly.

FoFS have kindly purchased an additional machine
and probe for the surgery to provide an additional
resource to cope with the increased demand for
monitoring.
The monitoring of pulse, blood
pressure and blood flow in
children and babies requires
specialist equipment. Without
it, diagnosis
of
health
Paediatric pulse conditions in such patients
would
be
difficult.
Our current machine is old and we cannot get
spare parts anymore. FOFS have kindly purchased
an additional machine for the surgery to provide a
more reliable resource to continue this important
monitoring.
The doctors often have to visit patients at home if
they are unable to get to the surgery. There are two
duty bags containing essential equipment that they
take with them when they visit. Some of the
equipment was getting a
little old and unreliable.
The Friends have recently
purchased two pulse
oximeters and an ear
thermometer to replace
the old equipment. It has
made the doctors patient
visit a little easier.
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The spirometer is an
invaluable tool in identifying
early
signs
of
lung/
respiration problems such as
asthma, bronchitis or even
emphysema
and
in
monitoring patients with
such issues. Our existing
machine was over 10 years
old and time consuming to
Spirometer
use.
FoFS have purchased a more modern machine which
takes advantage of the latest technology. The new
machine can be used on any PC on which the
specialist software is installed and allows direct
transfer of the results to patient records. This avoids
the possibility of lost or misfiled traces and makes the
process much easier.
The treatment of leg ulcers
at the surgery (regular
bathing and changing of
dressings) is both time
consuming and hard work
especially as the nurse has
to bend down to do much of
the work.

Leg ulcer chair

The Friends have generously purchased a new leg
treatment chair which can also double as a normal
examination couch. The chair is designed to support
each leg individually and can be raised electronically
so that the nurse does not have to bend down. The
patients are more comfortable and the tasks are
much easier for the nurses so everyone is a winner!

The Fordingbridge Surgery
Bartons Road, Fordingbridge
Hampshire SP6 1RS
Telephone : 01425 653430
Fax :
01425 654393
Surgery Email:
fordingbridgesurgery@nhs.net

Pulse oximeter and
ear thermometer
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Dispensary Email:
fordingbridgesurgery.dispensary@nhs.net
Website:
www.fordingbridgegps.co.uk

‘A day in the life of …’
A receptionist

S

tarting early in the morning the surgery is
prepared for the day ahead. The computers
are switched on, printers filled with prescriptions
and the correct signage displayed. At 8am the
surgery opens with a minimum of three
receptionists answering telephone calls. We do
our best to answer as quickly as possible, adding
patients to the Same Day Service Triage System
for urgent requests and making routine
appointments, taking details to register people
who are on holiday and need urgent care, or
booking one of at least 32 different types of
nurse appointments!
Other receptionists start between 8.30am and
9.15am when the two reception desks are
manned and the external post arrives. We
follow a detailed rota throughout the day which
is carefully constructed on a weekly basis. All
working areas, including our branch surgery in
Alderholt, are on the rota with precise timings
for duties to be covered.
We also have individual responsibilities,
including being a personal receptionist to one or
more doctors, or to the nursing team, in control
of all administration related to our vasectomy
service, minor operation and freeze clinics.
These roles have their own tasks which we act
upon when time allows throughout the day.
Examples of daily tasks include:- obtaining
outstanding test results, contacting the
pathology department to request an additional
test to a sample already submitted, contacting a
patient to make an appointment to see their
doctor or for a blood test or submitting a blood
pressure reading.
After a staggered lunch break we receive the
internal post from Salisbury District Hospital and
Southampton Hospital containing clinic letters.
These are electronically scanned immediately to
the patient records for doctors to view and
action where necessary. Other duties include
filing and retrieving of medical notes, printing of
patient summaries for home visits and the
registering of new patients which has its own list
of procedures to follow including identification
checks. We also order ambulances at the

request of a clinician, book medicals and arrange
post-natal and new baby checks.
As a team we have grown to know each other
well, we understand our strengths and
weaknesses and this helps us to pull together
and step up to any challenges that face us. We
have to be able to cope with a roller coaster of
emotions from births to tragedies and deaths on
a daily basis. Most importantly we are all kind
and compassionate people who are happy to
help and support all our patients.
Our doors close at 6.30pm (7.30pm on a
Monday), but before this happens the last
remaining receptionists are responsible for the
closing down procedure and appropriate security
checks. The telephone system is transferred to
the Out of Hours 111 Service for the overnight
period.

Helen Jeffreys
TIME FOR SOMETHING NEW?
Why not volunteer at the Fordingbridge
Carer Hub? We meet once a month at
Avonway for 2 hours to offer friendship
and information to local carers and
those they support. We have a rota so
you don’t have to be available every
month. You need to be a good listener, respect
the privacy of others and enjoy meeting people
and sharing your ideas to make Fordingbridge a
Carer Friendly Community.
Call Sara Winteridge on 01425 654426 or email
fordingbridgecarerhub@gmail.com

The Fordingbridge Surgery News
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Movember and Isle of Wight Challenge
Mick Smith IT Manager

L

ast year a very close family friend passed away after a battle with pancreatic cancer. I promised I
would do a fund raising event in aid of pancreatic cancer research.
So the first fund raiser ‘Movember’ seemed to be a relatively easy one. I embarked
on not shaving for the whole month of November. This turned out to be more
difficult than expected as my bristles became itchy and annoying but I persevered
and people actually sponsored me for
being lazy and scruffy and growing a
beard.
I managed to collect a grand total of
£75.00 which was a good kick start for my
fundraising.

I applied for a place in this year’s London
Marathon but was unsuccessful so looked
around for a suitable
alternative event I
could sign up to and
came across the Isle
of Wight Challenge. It
sounded good and I felt it was a challenge
people would be prepared to sponsor me
for. The event was on 2nd May, I signed up for it over Christmas and built a training plan to get me ready
in 4 months. You see this was no ordinary challenge, oh no! This was a 67 mile challenge to run / jog /
walk around the Isle of Wight costal footpaths. Everyone who knew what I had signed up to thought (and
probably still do) that I was barking mad. The training started and went very well with my longest
training run being 40 miles so still way off the actual distance and
everyone I talked to about it took great delight in telling me “ you
do know the Isle of Wight is very hilly!”. Well actually no I didn’t
as I had never been there before. So after 4 months of extreme
training and numerous purchases of kit I found myself on the
start line in West Cowes at 09:10 on Saturday 2nd May feeling
very anxious indeed.
There were over 500 who started that morning not knowing what
nature was about to unleash on us over the next 24 hours and
whether we would be able to stand up to that challenge ahead.
On the map the green dots indicate locations of minor check
points and the blue balloons indicate the locations of the major
check points. As I reached each check point I managed to post
my progress on Facebook and soon found I had many friends and
family following my progress around the island. And this
encouraged more people to donate while I was doing the
challenge.
But then as I left the first major check point on the far western point of the island the weather started to
change. The rain came in and the winds picked up.
The terrain became hillier and I now found myself walking along high cliff edges in the low clouds with
the occasional warning markers where the cliff was falling away. The daylight disappeared and the bad
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weather just got worse and even though I had a head torch you really couldn’t see much ahead of you. It
was a bit like having car head lights on full beam in fog, it just doesn’t work.
The time it took to get to each check point got longer. Everyone around me was now starting to flag and
looked extremely worse for wear. The first aiders at the checkpoints from here on now had queues to get
feet taped up and competitors were fast running out of dry kit to change in to. Some were being taken
exhausted, wet and cold to the safe haven of the closest check point by ambulance. One of the
confidence boosters was getting to the eastern side of the island and being able to see the lights of
Southampton in the distance knowing that, as dawn was breaking, I was on the final stretch. The terrain
had now levelled out from the ridiculously hard hill climbs and there was just one small challenge left at
approximately 66 miles which was boarding the chain ferry from East Cowes to West Cowes. The smell of
the finish line (or was that yet more sea water) filled my nostrils. And there I was across the finish line
confronted with a weighty medal, a glass of bubbly and an amazing burger.

It was the hardest event I have ever taken part in, truly a personal challenge, with over 500 competitors
starting and only 284 managing to finish. My final position was 103 so not bad for a first attempt at an
ultra-challenge. And the whole reason for doing it was to raise funds for pancreatic cancer research
which, to date, my endeavours have raised £1370 on my fund raising page www.justgiving.com/
msmith106km so I’m really grateful to everyone that has donated so far.
Would I do it again? Definitely yes!
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F

ordingbridge Surgery Dispensary is now
working together with Inter Care and now
donates surplus or returned medication with a
15 month expiry date to be used in Africa.
We have information available at the surgery
explaining how you can help with this great cause.
It is estimated that £300 - £400million of
prescribed medicines goes to waste each year in
the U.K. The Dispensary has many different ways
in which patients can order their medication
therefore helping patients to reduce wastage.
Below is our first donation and as a result we
have received the following thank you message.
“Thanks and Greeting from Sierra Leone the dead zone
of Ebola. I wish to inform you that we have received
the consignment of medication and medical supplies
you sent in good order. We appreciate your kind help
towards us in the fight against Ebola. The numbers are
going down and we hope to win the fight.”

Fordingbridge Surgery is delighted to announce
that Dr Stephen Arthur recently married.
We would like to wish Stephen and his wife Sarah
a long, happy and healthy life together.

Patient Confidentiality

C

onfidentiality is key between all surgery staff and
patients. Without absolute confidentiality, patients
may be reluctant to seek medical advice or to give
clinicians the information needed to provide excellent
primary care.
The surgery would like to remind you that we are unable
to discuss any aspects of patient care with anyone other
than the patient, unless a ‘Consent to Share Medical
Information’ form has been completed by the patient and
received at the surgery.

CONSENT TO SHARE
MEDICAL INFORMATION FORM
WITH A THIRD PARTY
If you wish to give consent to share your medical
information with a third party, i.e. a relative, friend
or carer, you will need to complete a

'Consent to Share Medical
Information Form'.
Please contact the surgery or download the
form from the surgery website.

With the holiday season approaching, can I please
ask that you check you have sufficient medication
for while you are away. Ideally do this at least a
week before you are due to go, allowing us a clear
three working days to process your request.
Thank you for your help.

Maxine Dispensary Manager
6
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Patron of
The Friends of
The Fordingbridge
Surgery

Subscription Rates

Murray Walker OBE

About The Friends

O

ur Patients or their relatives often donate
money to the Practice, either as a personal
gift, a bequest or from a fund raising
activity. This is very kind and all these donations
are much appreciated.
The Friends of Fordingbridge Surgery was
established as a registered charity in 2001,
primarily to responsibly manage these donations
in order to provide the best benefit for our
patients.
The Friends have a fund-raising calendar with
enthusiastic volunteers helping at events.
Proceeds are used to fund the buying of
equipment or improving facilities in areas of the
Practice that may not be adequately met by NHS
funding. The Friends' aim is to improve the
experience of patients using the Surgery and to
enhance its facilities to a level of excellence.

Subscription rates are as follows, and run from
1st January annually. Please obtain or
download an application form which you can
complete and return to the Surgery.
If you are a UK tax payer, please complete the
Gift Aid Declaration, for which we receive an
additional 25% on what you pay.
Annual
Single £ 5.00
Couple £ 8.00
Why not
10 year
Single £ 20.00
Couple £ 30.00
Life

Single £ 60.00
Couple £100.00

Registered Charity No. 1094882

Other important work for the Friends is to
maintain an active dialogue with the Patient
Participation Group, and to try to understand
more clearly the areas of the Surgery that may
be improved.
Anyone who would like to be involved with the
Friends would be most welcome and should
contact Mrs Jackie Lydford Chair, via the Surgery,
or call her on 01425 474931.
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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on
Monday 16th March 2015 in the Fordingbridge Surgery
Present: Mrs Jackie Lydford (Chairman), 6 Trustees and 14 Friends. There were 3 apologies.
The Chairman, Mrs Jackie Lydford opened the meeting, welcomed everyone and thanked them for
attending and introduced Dr Eamon Staunton as guest speaker.
Minutes of the last AGM: The Minutes of last year’s AGM held on Monday 17 March 2014 were approved
and signed.
Matters Arising: None.
Chairman’s Report
Another successful year reaches closure. The
Friends continue to support the surgery by the
purchase of medical equipment and other
necessary items requested by and discussed
with the Surgery doctors and staff. Our
Treasurer, Stuart, will detail this in his report.
(Post meeting note: Photos of recent
equipment purchases are on display on the
media screens in the waiting rooms.)
All funds come via the great generosity of our
members and the patients in general. They
regularly dip into their pockets at the annual
‘flu clinics and other events and, particularly
touching, have the great kindness to name the
charity as a beneficiary in their wills. We
remain hugely grateful and believe that the
equipment purchased and the projects funded reflect that goodwill to provide benefit to all.
My thanks must also go to the Doctors, Practice Manager, Surgery staff, Trustees and volunteers who
continue to contribute their skills and support to the Friends. Why not come along and join us?
During this meeting we shall be appointing Trustees for the coming year. We have been very fortunate to
welcome two new Trustees in 2014; Mr. Roy Birkby and Mr. Martin Smethers. We are very pleased to
have them with us. One of our achievements in this past year has been the complete redesign of the
newsletter, now amalgamated with that of the Surgery itself and the Patient Participation Group. Martin,
together with the surgery I.T. team and assistant editors, has been instrumental in developing and
delivering the new publication. I hope you agree that it is interesting, informative and user-friendly – we
are very proud of it.
Sadly, one of our long-standing Trustees, Mrs Jane Calver, Hon. Sec. is stepping down this year. I am sure
my colleagues will agree that she has been a super-efficient asset for many years; not only handling
administration but involving herself in many other aspects of the Friends calendar and business. This
includes cooking and serving 3 course meals for the hugely enjoyed wine tasting evenings – she deserves
a medal for that alone! Our sincere thanks and warmest wishes go to her, we will miss her enormously. It
follows then that we are earnestly seeking someone to fill this important role.
(Post meeting note: It is possible for this role to be divided between the Hon Sec duties and those of a
minute secretary if two volunteers may be interested to join us.)
We now look forward to another year which, doubtless, will bring its own difficulties to the creaking NHS
and Doctors’ Practices nationally. In these difficult times it is heartening to know that our local
community continues to support our own surgery. The continuing contributions and interest in the
Friends Charity is a sincere demonstration of that loyalty which, I for one, find uplifting to be a part of.
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Treasurer’s Report
Mr Stuart Grant (Treasurer) presented his report. These are the audited accounts for the year ending
31 December 2014 when the total was £75,033.74. SG thanked Mrs Michelle Raymond and the Surgery
team who handle the membership and donations money for their co-operation, and Sandisons,
Accountants for their preparation of the final accounts document. Acceptance of the Treasurer’s report
and the 2014 accounts was proposed by Mr Stuart Grant and seconded by Mrs Jackie Lydford.
Financial Review

The Friends had an income for the year of £6721.08, against expenditure of £12,615.44.
Our assets as at 31/12/2014 were £75,033.74
The car park had been completed and paid for and we were left with a large sum of money in the current
account earning no interest, so in July the bulk of that was moved to our interest-bearing account to
benefit us by some £40 annually, and funds transferred back to the current account to cover expenditure
as needed.
In late summer we were notified that our bank branch would close at the end of November. I made some
effort to switch to Lloyd's but encountered difficulties which persuaded me to remain with HSBC. I have
set up internet and telephone banking facilities and make cash deposits when in Ringwood or Salisbury.
So far this has not been a problem.
The trustees are investigating ways of suitable investment for the protection and growth of the charity's
assets.
Appointment of Auditors
Mr Stuart Grant proposed that Sandisons, Accountants, should be re-appointed as Auditors which was
seconded by Mrs Jackie Lydford, and this was agreed unanimously.
Appointment of Trustees
Mrs Ann Biddlecombe, Mr Stuart Grant, Mr Martin Calver, Mrs Jackie Lydford, Mr Ian Newman,
Mr Martin Smethers, Mr Roy Birkby, Mrs Michelle Raymond and Dr Toby Wallis were proposed to be
re appointed en bloc to continue as Trustees by Mrs Carol Grant, seconded by Mr Michael Lugg and this
was agreed unanimously.
Mrs Jackie Lydford was proposed to be re-appointed as Chairman of the Trustees by Mrs Carol Grant,
seconded by Mr Stuart Grant and this was agreed unanimously.
To consider nominations for Honorary Secretary
Mrs Jackie Lydford announced that Mrs J Calver was stepping down from the position of Hon. Secretary.
Mrs Lydford thanked Mrs Calver for her excellent work for the Friends over many years. Mrs Lydford
announced that this position is open for a willing volunteer.
Any Other Business
Dr Toby Wallis thanked all the ‘Friends’ for their hard work and patients who have donated to the
Charity. The meeting closed at 7.55pm

A Presentation then followed
by Dr Eamon Staunton on
'The Falklands and the
Historical Context of the War'
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Dr Toby Wallis is swimming
round Brownsea Island

Phlebotomy Service

B

lood Tests are now available for all
Fordingbridge Surgery patients every
morning Monday – Friday, Wednesday afternoon
and one Saturday morning per month. Please
visit the surgery website for further details
www.fordingbridgegps.co.uk

Blood Test Tips:
We would like to recommend the following steps
you can take to help us prevent any delay prior
to your blood test appointment.
 Most blood test forms are created at the
surgery
in
preparation
for
your
appointment. However, if you have been
given a form from another provider i.e.
consultant / hospital please remember to
bring this with you to your appointment.
 Please drink plenty of water prior to your
appointment even for a ‘fasting’ test.
 On arrival, please use the self-check in
screen and take a seat in the North
Reception, unless advised otherwise.
 It is important to keep your hands warm
where possible and to remove your coat.
All these measures will help with the smooth
running of the clinic.
Thank you

D

r Toby Wallis is preparing for a 4 mile
sponsored swim around Brownsea Island on
the 2nd August 2015 raising money for Montacute
Special Needs School in Poole which provides
specialist schooling for children in Dorset and
Hampshire.
It is a fantastic school that has wonderfully
dedicated staff however, its funding fails to
provide for all the equipment needed for children
with severe learning difficulties and often severe
physical disability.
The school has recently been rebuilt but while the
fabric of the school is new there has been no
provision for indoor or outdoor specialist play
equipment and the school charity is looking to
raise £100,000.
Toby is training in the pool swimming 5 -1 0 km per
week and will soon be getting in the sea!
Should you wish to sponsor Dr Toby Wallis please
click on any of the images below:

Or visit
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/tobywallis1
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n the next column you can
read our Charter Aims in
detail but our single most
important purpose is to be a
‘voice for patients’. We are
fortunate in having a singularly
good patient-centred surgery
team led by exceptionally dedicated GPs.
However, we – and they – still need to know
what you think about the service you receive
and what your experiences are from using all
aspects of the Surgery. So my message is PLEASE
CONTINUE TO TELL US WHAT YOU THINK! Tell
us what we can do to improve the information
you receive; tell us what we can do to keep you
better informed on all aspects of health
information.

anticipate, for example, moves to deal with
unsatisfactory ‘out of hours’ coverage, albeit not
immediately.

Our mantra is “Have your say - and Help us to
Help you”

PPG is NOT a channel for complaints. There is a
system in place for dealing with any complaints
you may have.
To encourage a positive relationship between
the patients and the Surgery staff, both medical
and administrative.
To have a voice for the patient in the practice
To be realistic about what you can achieve and
to look for small changes that can make a real
difference.
To work constructively and positively to help
identify solutions and to work in partnership with
the practice and other local organisations.
Carrying out surveys and research to find out
what matters to patients and discussing the
findings with the practice.
To encourage patients to engage in their own
healthcare. To this end it would be wonderful if,
in the future, the group felt able to continue:
 to organise information sessions on medical
and related topics of interest to patients;
 to help with the organisation of self-help
groups for patients.

In particular we need to hear about any
occasions when the systems in use disappoint or
fall below your needs; but, do remember, we are
not a ‘complaints’ channel – that is already well
established.
There are sectors of patients that we rarely hear
from. They are often the younger ‘family aged’
and usually fairly fit and active folk who do not
often need the Surgery, or possibly they are
people living out of town and for whom health
matters are often not pressing. We are trying
to “REACH OUT” to these groups of people in the
community, and are spreading the word via
community and club websites.
We need to do more and WE NEED YOUR HELP.
If you have not heard of us, if you belong to a
Club or group, or neighbourhood that would
benefit from better contact with us - then
please contact the surgery by email. In any
event we need to have more patients as
Members; remember you can do this entirely
electronically.
You may find one of the PPG Steering Group
Members in the Surgery from time to time –
please take a few moments to tell us about your
experience of the systems. We cannot help with
your afflictions - but we can and will listen to
your comments about services you might have
used.
The NHS continues to develop. We are uncertain
about how, and about detail, but with an
election behind us and the Five Year View
announced by NHS England we can perhaps

For our part, we want to put before you the
information you really need on topics that are
important to you – so please tell us what you want!
The local Clinical Commissioning group holds
periodic ‘networking’ events; if you have an interest
and can spare the time to go along and listen to
exchanges of ideas, do please get in touch. JH

The Aims of the PPG
 Firstly, and probably the most important, the












Invitation to any adult patient
Any adult patient is welcome to join the group. The
PPG is conscious that the membership
should reflect all ages and we are
particularly keen to encourage those
patients in the 18 to 30 age range.
Please pick up a leaflet from either
reception area, and complete the
membership application form
that is attached.
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Report of Public Meeting held on the 10th February 2015
Presentations included
Salisbury Hospital NHS Trust (SH Trust)
Sarah Bealey (SB) an elected Governor of the SH Trust
outlined the background to the setting up of the Trust and
the role of Governors to question and hold to account the
non-executive directors and the executive of the Hospital.
The role was wide ranging and allowed for Governors to
also address areas of particular interest to them. SB
stressed that the Hospital was open and receptive to
questions and suggestions input providing answers,
information and explanations in a positive way.
The Hospital also reported on any issues arising to encourage feedback.
Governors also interview and question patients to find out experiences and to identify concerns or
positive feedback.
In response to a question SB believed that the culture of
openness, the questions raised of all concerned, the open
attendance at key meetings should prevent a “Mid Staffs”
scenario.
Recently it was noted that discharge procedures was an area of
weakness which needed to be addressed.
SB reported in answer to a question that Fordingbridge had
been a driver of developments at Salisbury to develop its
dementia friendly focus because of the Carers Group and also
the Sentinel Care Home in the town.
Also queried was the priority of use at the Fordingbridge
Hospital and the situation where Fordingbridge residents could not get into the hospital despite it being
the sensible location for them and their care. SB advised that there were a limited number of hospitals
providing step down care and so a high demand. The commissioners running the hospital were not locally
based. Finally the hospital had low security and the range of nursing skills also restricted who could be
admitted. SB suggested that residents should keep raising the possibility it if it was relevant to them.

Surgery Update
John Hickman, responding to patient concern expressed in the Survey, commented that he was not aware
of any moves towards privatisation in this locality such as had been experienced in Sussex
Dr Morris added that the forthcoming General Election created a period of limbo on changes and
developments and created some uncertainty
He commented that the press implies there is more control in the hands of GPs than there is, there were
less freedoms now with rigid external control of budgets and many decisions made by Central
Government.
Dr Morris was asked what the greatest pressures on GPs were at present. In Fordingbridge:

Difficulties of recruitment and retention of staff generally and Nurse Practitioners specifically

The reduction in the number of new GPs coming into the field making difficulties in replacing any
doctors leaving/retiring.

The ageing population and increased demands with no accompanying increase in resources
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Questions raised






Why was it difficult for the GPs to order scans? There are three types of scan, ultra sound where GPs
have good access whereas CT and MRI scans require specialist input at hospitals to ensure that the
patient is directed to the most appropriate diagnostic route.
Could a development in the care of diabetics be the use of diabetics themselves to provide support
and advice to other diabetics. Dr Morris advised that the use of “expert patients” is a developing
area and the ideas are likely to flow out from the West Hants CCG rather than the Surgery. This idea
could apply to any chronic condition not just diabetes.
Diabetic aftercare following diagnosis was raised. Dr Morris advised that there were two areas to
consider: one was the ongoing monitoring of those diagnosed and the other related to any
breakdowns in health of some diabetics and their care. There had been some hiccups in introducing
monitoring changes now centred around one check a year but these were being
ironed out and the resulting set up should be a more effective use of resources.

PPG Report
The Charter was now published and readily available.
The presentation of the Newsletter and joint content with the Friends. It was stressed
that the use of electronic distribution would continue to be accompanied by printed
copies at the Surgery. Thanks were extended to Martin Smethers for his highly
professional, enthusiastic and dedicated work in developing the new style newsletter.
The Survey: there were 258 responses, less than half of the
number from previous Surveys. However, the style had changed to one allowing
narrative answers and this had led to good quality and useful responses. Pie
charts were used to illustrate the answers to the more specific questions with
that relating to secondary care raising a concern. Over 25% were not completely
satisfied with the outcome and the Surgery were interested in this area because
they would have to “pick up the pieces”. Discharge procedures were raised (as
Sarah Bealey had already mentioned). All these comments would be
considered.
The outreach programme to extend the knowledge within the PPG of the views
of those seldom heard whether in the villages, or of specific groups.
In general there were positive responses to the questions asked but there
would be a thorough analysis and discussion about any points raised over the
next year.

Re-election of the Steering Group
The members of the SG were briefly described and the meeting re-elected them for the following year
with no objections.

The DRAFT Action Plan for the PPG for 2015/16 was discussed, and comments were welcomed.
1. Patient Confidentiality
2. Patient Education / information
3. Carers
4. Health Event topics.
5. Enlarge SG
6. Website development
7. Waiting area & Reception
8. Dispensary
9.Community Nursing
10. Dementia Friendly
11. Housekeeping
John Hickman then thanked various members of the PPG Steering Group, and the surgery representatives
for their efforts.

Any other business
Helping Hands, a local care agency has been working in the community since 1997 and a meeting with
them is suggested
The new acute emergency admissions hospital proposed for north of Winchester was mentioned.
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Dr Morris advised he did not believe that it would be relevant to Fordingbridge which was part of a
different Clinical Commissioning Group
It was commented that the parents of the children using the play area should consider the other people
in the waiting room.

County Fair
Information stands were set up
around the room to provide
education and information on
matters such as viral illness, sugar,
blood pressure, italk
(a psychological therapy charity),
and healthy walking. Attendees
were able to walk round the
desks, talk and obtain publications. Those
manning the stands were thanked for their
time and efforts.

Doctors
Dr Morris announced that Dr Gannon was
resigning in June to pursue his elite athletic
activities and that he would be retiring in the
next year.

Please help US to help YOU
The GP Partners
AT THE REQUEST OF THE GP
PARTNERS AT FORDINGBRIDGE
SURGERY, UPON BOOKING AN
APPOINTMENT, YOU WILL BE
ASKED TO GIVE AN IDEA OF
THE REASON FOR MAKING THE
APPOINTMENT.
This information will assist our specially trained
receptionists in booking your appointment with
the most appropriate doctor or nurse and to
allocate the correct amount of time for the
appointment. We appreciate that some patients
may not wish to disclose what type of problem
they have and it is perfectly acceptable to refuse
to offer this information at that time. However,
we would urge you to co-operate as far as you
feel able to, as it is in your best interests that this
information is requested. We would add that this
information is very helpful to all clinicians and
also in preventing appointments being booked
inappropriately.
Thank you for your co-operation.
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Your Letters and
Comments
Excellent first edition - Well
done. Very pleased about
the phlebotomy news!

Mr Ray Weeks
May I say a huge thanks for the continued
excellent service that I always receive from
Fordingbridge - it's a privilege to be cared for by
the whole team.

Ms Jo Adams
Letters for inclusion in the next
edition of the Newsletter should
be sent to The Surgery, for the
attention of the Newsletter
Editor, and should be with us by the
31st August 2015.
We reserve the right to edit the content to
suit the space available. Name withheld on
request, but must accompany your letter.
Personal issues will not be published.

WE NEED YOUR
HELP PLEASE!
We need volunteers to join our team of
fund raisers.
If you would like to support your Surgery, the
patients, and have useful ideas, suggestions and
are able to help and happy to give a little of
your time, we would love to meet with you!
We know your time is precious and the
commitment to the “Friends” is not onerous but
we do make a difference to patient access, the
general environment and the services and
equipment available to patients.
If you think you could help us in this area, or
would just like to be involved,
you can contact me at home on

01425 474931
and I will be happy to chat with you about
“The Friends”.

Jackie Lydford

Chair

Fordingbridge
Summer Festival
18th July
The PPG
will be
there, will
you?
The Fordingbridge Surgery News
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Fordingbridge Carer Hub
’’ A carer is someone who helps another
person, usually a relative or friend,
in their day-to-day life.’’

A

new law came partially into effect in April –
The Care Act 2014 – For the first time it sets
out the local authorities’ duty towards any adult
carer who appears to need support.
If you are an informal carer, or rely on one,
please tell the receptionist so you are registered
enabling the surgery team to support you.
Local authorities have to consider the impact of
your role as a carer on your wellbeing. If it has a
significant impact on your wellbeing you are
likely to meet the national eligibility criteria
entitling you to support. Your needs as a carer
are now given as much consideration as the
needs of the person you support and a carer’s
assessment is the way Adult Services will assist
you
to
meet
any
identified
needs
Duties to young carers are covered in the
Children and Families Act 2014 and there should
be a smooth transition for young carers
becoming adult carers.
The friendly Fordingbridge Carer Hub monthly
drop-ins continue to be popular. They are
generally on the 4th Friday of the month at
Avonway community centre 2 – 4pm but, please
note In July our meeting will instead be on
Thursday 23rd 2.30 - 4.30 to include a special
tea with entertainment for carers and the loved
ones who depend on them. We will need to
know if you are coming so we can cater for you.
Call Sara Winteridge, volunteer co-ordinator, for
further info on 01425 654426.

New guides have been printed by Hampshire
and Dorset councils including lots of useful
information to help you stay independent and
you can call Adult Social Services Hampshire 0300 555 1386 for your own copy of ‘A Guide
To Better Care And Support’ 2015, or Adult
Social Services Dorset 01305 221016 for the
‘Adult Care and Support Services Directory’

Fordingbridge Carer Hub
‘Fourth Friday (except July)’
Carer Drop-ins 2015
Thursday July 23rd (2.30-4.30pm), 28th August,
25th September, 23rd October, 27th November
( No meeting planned for December )

2pm – 4pm
in the Avonway Community Centre
16
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Still walking the way ...

T

he recently formed Fordingbridge Walking for Health group has enjoyed great
success in attracting walkers to the fortnightly walks in and around the town.

Since the first walk in February, over 60 walkers have taken part undertaking various hour
long walks, benefitting from regular exercise and the social contact group walking offers.
Craig Daters, the National Park Authority Ranger who leads the walks says, ‘providing
regular opportunities for people wishing to improve their fitness is a key aspect of the Walking for Health
Scheme, so we are delighted that so many local residents have taken part and continue to come along on a
regular basis’.
The Fordingbridge walks are part of a national Walking for Health
Scheme run by Macmillan Cancer Support and the Ramblers. Set up 12
years ago, the scheme now offers over 3000 walks every week and
attracts over 70,000 regular walkers each year.
One regular walker says ‘being able to come along on a regular basis has
given me the motivation to get walking again and it feels great. I have
discovered footpaths I never knew existed and have made some new
friends. It’s been really good for me and has put a spring back into my step’.
Walks are planned and led by trained Volunteer Walk Leaders who are there to support and encourage all
walkers. The Fordingbridge group has now recruited three Volunteer Walk Leaders, which will allow walks to
take place more frequently and new routes to be developed.
In addition, the group has teamed up with Walk Leader Nigel Owens who runs fortnightly walks at Blashford
Lakes, giving walkers the opportunity to walk on a weekly basis.
For more information visit www.walkingforhealth.org.uk or contact Craig Daters,
New Forest National Park Ranger, on 01590 646 671 or e-mail craig.daters@newforestnpa.gov.uk

Natalie Hallowell
Practice Nurse

H

ello, I am Natalie. I joined
Fordingbridge Surgery as a
Practice Nurse in September
2014. I have since undertaken
many different training courses
which has enabled me to learn
new skills as well as develop
existing ones.
Two of the main clinics I run at Fordingbridge
Surgery are the Anticoagulation Clinic and Travel
Clinic. Anticoagulation was a completely new area
of practice for me and has been a very interesting
area to learn.
I have undertaken study at
Birmingham University which has enabled me to
manage the anticoagulation clinics at the surgery
twice weekly.
I have been a travel nurse at a previous surgery
which I find very interesting. It can be complicated
at times because the vaccinations required depend
upon the places patients are travelling, for how long
and what activities patients will be doing whilst
abroad. To make a safe assessment of each
individual patient, a travel risk questionnaire needs

completing. Some vaccines come as a course and
you may need two or three to complete the
course. Others may be required several weeks
before you travel. Therefore questionnaires
need to be completed at least eight weeks before
travel. The Travel Clinic is held on a Wednesday
afternoon at the surgery. I may telephone you
beforehand to arrange an appointment or just to
answer any queries. I would like to add that new
pharmaceutical guidance states that most antimalarial tablets can now be bought over the
counter thus do not require a prescription; this
includes Malarone (Atovaquone/Proguanil).
Please visit our website for further information or
another useful website for travel is
www.nathnac.org/travel
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Fordingbridge Surgery
Team Building at ‘Go Ape’ at Moors Valley

S

ome
of
our
adventurous
staff
members experienced a
Tree
Top
adventure
recently at Moors Valley
Country Park, which
featured several zip wires
and approximately 1000
meters of high rope
crossings!
This was an unforgettable
experience and great
fun!
Needless to say – this photograph was taken at the start of the three hour adventure ……
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Asthma and The Fordingbridge Surgery
Dr Hywell Morris

A

sthma is a relatively common disease and for most people little more than a minor inconvenience,
but occasionally it can be much more serious. Most people know someone who has asthma. It is
important not to be frightened by the diagnosis as with good treatment most people with asthma live
completely normal lives. I would like to tell you how the Surgery aims to keep its asthma patients well and
knowing how to manage their illness.
Last year saw the publication of the first national enquiry into asthma deaths. This was a comprehensive
review of the notes of all the people living in England who had died from asthma over a one year period,
looking at how they were treated in primary (general practice) and secondary (hospital) care. The study
showed that many of the deaths could potentially have been avoided. Some deaths were due to patients
not realising the seriousness of their illness but some were caused by errors or misunderstandings by
hospital or general practice staff. Obviously death from asthma is a disaster for all concerned, but looking
at the cause of these deaths shows us how to improve the care of all patients with asthma. We have
studied the report and its recommendations and sought the advice of specialists at Southampton
University and as a result have changed and improved the services that we offer to our patients with
asthma.
One of the ways that we try to improve the care of asthma is to invite all patients who have asthma for an
annual review performed by a Practice Nurse or Nurse Practitioner with specialist training in asthma care.
This allows an assessment of the severity of the asthma and how well it is controlled as well as checking
on inhaler technique and whether vaccination against influenza or pneumococcus are recommended. We
know that for some patients getting to the surgery can be difficult so we now offer initial asthma reviews
by telephone.
Using an inhaler correctly can greatly improve the control of asthma and often inhaler technique is not as
good at it might be, so revising how best to use an inhaler can be very useful. If someone is finding an
inhaler difficult to use an asthma specialist nurse can often recommend a different inhaler to suit an
individual's needs.
In an ideal world asthma would be so well controlled that no one would need to use a blue inhaler but
while this is obviously not realistic, how often you need to use a reliever (blue) is a good guide to how
well your asthma is controlled. A blue inhaler contains 200 doses (100 treatments) so most asthmatics
should not need more than 2 or 3 inhalers a year. We are not worried that using too many relievers is
dangerous in itself but that it is a sign of poor asthmatic control which can be dangerous and means that
we need to step up our treatment of your asthma. It is because we need to monitor its use that we only
issue one reliever (blue) inhaler at a time.
My messages are ...
 Asthma is usually a mild illness but shouldn't be underestimated.
 An annual asthma review can help you to remain healthy.
 If you are using a lot of reliever (blue) treatment you need to see us so that we can improve your

treatment.
 If your reliever isn't working or wears off very quickly we need to see you urgently
 The best way to manage your asthma is to have the knowledge and confidence to manage it

yourself and to seek medical advice when needed.
 Visit the website of asthma UK http://www.asthma.org.uk/
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Please tell
us what
YOU think?

W
This is an
DELIVERY

exciting new

SERVICE

service we are
trialling for three months
until the end of July for

Fordingbridge Surgery patients who live in
Alderholt, Sandleheath and Rockbourne.
MEDICATION WILL BE DELIVERED TO
PATIENTS WHO ARE HOUSEBOUND AND

e want to make sure we reflect
what all the Surgery patients think
about all aspects of the work we do including the Surveys we now run each
year.
Please tell us if there is
something
more,
or
something different, that
you think we should be
doing or asking about.
Patients can contact the
PPG by using the Surgery email,
addressed to Poppy Mouland, by
telephone, sending a note
or picking up a leaflet
from locations around the
Practice and sending or
handing in the contact slip.

THOSE PATIENTS WITH SERIOUS
DIFFICULTY WHO ARE UNABLE TO
COLLECT THEIR MEDICATION.
OUR NORMAL THREE DAY WORKING
RULE WILL STILL APPLY.
FORDINGBRIDGE SURGERY DISPENSARY WILL
DELIVER ON THE FOLLOWING DAYS:TUESDAY AFTERNOONS between 1.15pm - 3.30pm
or
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS between 1.15pm - 3.30pm
PLEASE NOTE

You must ensure that you are at home at the time of
delivery as a signature will be required.
The surgery is unable to leave medication.

The PPG Charter was
approved by the Steering
Group in December 2014.
This can be downloaded
from the web site, picking
up a copy from reception or
by clicking the image
above.

Surgery / Dispensary Email addresses
SURGERY is : fordingbridgesurgery@nhs.net
DISPENSARY is : fordingbridgesurgery.dispensary@nhs.net

www.fordingbridgegps.co.uk
01425 652196

